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Drax
• Power station in North England
• Moving from coal to biomass
• Constructing pellet facilities & port facilities in 

US
• Use pellets from many geographies
• Considerable investment in this renewable
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From outside..

• Large company
• Many stakeholders
• Using a valued resource
• Sourcing from other countries
• Engaged in tackling the issue of our time – climate 

change

• So we need to stand on firm ground



Looking back

• Few established guidelines for biomass
• Immature regulatory landscape
• Drax recognized from the start that there are 

important sensitivities.
• These need to be identified and addressed
• Developed our own principles
• They are built into all contracts, 

– compliance is subject to third party audit
– Non-compliance can constitute breach



Where are we today?

• Increased public engagement

• Development of SBP

• Regulatory development

• Scientific development

• Increased trade?



Tomorrow?

• Certification – yes.

• Effective certification?

• That depends on all of us
– Valued resource
– The issue of our time

• We will be judged by our actions, 
• Certification is the conduit to communicate our actions 
• Engage, challenge, improve!



SBP
• Captures crucial regulatory requirements

• Builds on established best practices from existing 
certification systems

• Has had stakeholder commentary from all sectors

• Is committed to develop and improve

• Drax sees it as the best way forward.



UK policy update

• Relatively unchanged

• UK officials have been involved in SBP process

• Consignment 

• Profile reporting



Conclusions
• SBP is expected to meet UK and other European 

requirements

• Look forward to SBP guiding regulators and 
assuring stakeholders

• It will develop – CONTRIBUTE
– Big part already played by Canadian producers

• Keep building this good, green, industry.

• Thank you.


